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1 . Specif ication documents - drawstring back pack 
 

1. design drawings 

Style:   dgwBAG001 and dgwBAG002 

Company:  dirtgirlworld productions pty ltd 

Style name:  dirtgirlworld drawstring back pack 

Season:  Transeasonal 

Size range:  one size  

Age range: 2 – 8 

Colour ways: single 

Print styles: 2 
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2. fabric, stitching and finishing 

Cotton thread is to be specified to ensure maximum biodegradability except where durability is 
compromised beyond acceptable standards. 

Style:  dgwBAG001 and dgwBAG002 

Seams :   Straight stitching using cotton thread NOT nylon in colour matching main fabric 

Overlock:  Seams 

Seams:   Edge stitched 

Finishing: Loops large enough only for rope to fit through comfortably.  Drawstring to close 
easily to ensure contents cannot fall out once on back. 

 

 

Self Fabric: Fairtrade Certified Organic 
cotton heavy twill 
Fibre content:  100% Fairtrade Certified 
Organic cotton
Colour:  Pantone 1215U 
Option: Not brushed

Self Fabric: Fairtrade Certified Organic 
cotton
Fibre content:  100% Fairtrade Certified 
Organic cotton
Colour:  Natural 
Option:  Medium weight soft rope
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3. printing instructions and designs 

Front view printing instructions 

dgwBAG001      dgwBAG002 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Placement:  Print in centre front of bag 9cm from top edge front and 6 cm from base of bag  

Size:  Image to be 26cm in height 

Colour:  Dirt Girl – Red 201U, Green 576U, Brown 476U 

  Scrap Boy – Green 576U, Yellow 7408U, Brown 476U 

File name:  dg_tote_for_print.pdf 

sb_tote_for_print.pdf 

 

 

4. garment labeling 

Placement:  Inside top seam centre to back  

Size:  40mm x 30 mm 

Fabric:  Natural Fairtrade Certified organic cotton 

Fairtrade and organic labeling:  Outside seam, 20mm high and according to Fairtrade Labeling 
standard. 
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5. technical drawings and sizing chart 

See concept drawings which function as technical specification for this product. 

 

6. swing tags 

Product certification: Fairtrade Certified organic cotton.   

Technical dimensions 60mm x 135mm for front of swing tag. 220 gsm recycled card. 

Compliance: dirtgirlworld packaging is designed to uphold the principles of “reduce, 
reuse, recycle”.  

1. Reduce The swing tag is designed to be printed with a single ink, and 
soy or vegetable based inks. To be affixed to the product 
with string or twine made from natural fibres. All information 
is to be included in one swing tag only if at all possible. 

2. Reuse The dirtgirlworld swing tag is to be reused as a bookmark. 

3. Recycle The paper is recycled card stock. 

 

 

This product meets the following
dirtgirlworld sustainability criteria:

sustainable materials

eco - packed

people friendly

energy smart

organic

low waste

It has also achieved these
independent certifications:

GOTS

fairtrade certified cotton

oeko - tex tested

c  2009 dirtgirlworld productions pty ltd 
and DECODE Entertainment Inc.

This product has been made free of 
pesticides and dangerous chemicals.  
When you have finished using it as 
a bag, you could use it as a 
cleaning cloth, a pot plant liner or 
as a weed mat. 
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7. packaging 

Packaging for dgwBAG001 and dgwBAG002:   

Packaging for shipping: Bags to be bulk packed from factory and NOT individually poly 
wrapped.  

Packaging per product: None 

Packaging for shelf display:  None 

Hanging means:   None 


